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1.  the emerging social web 
2.  social network and uprising 
3.  analysis and prediction 
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1. the social web is big and growing 





Unique visitors to facebook 2012-13  





flickr and tweets 



source: SocialNetworkingWatch 

2012: 
Facebook 
dominates  
almost  
everywhere 











a new web: from content to connections 
•  from content / search to users / social networks 
–  it's not just what you know, but whom you know 

•  from influencials to collaborative filtering 
–  interpersonal relationships among ordinary users 
–  society's readiness to adopt innovation 

•  from fixed to mobile 
–  situated use, connections in context 
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egypt tweets by googlerank,  
in english and arabic  
Kovas Boguta 



social networks and the arab spring 
sparks and powder kegs 

1. new communication ecosystem 
"The combination of Google, Twitter, Facebook and Al Jazeera 
in the hands of a new generation of youth armed with cell 
phones broke social shackles" (Antoní Gutiérrez-Rubí) 

Feb 2011: 5 million Egyptians (out of 80m) have a facebook 
acct., 77% have a mobile, 21% internet penetration (fewer than 
15,000 Egyptians tweeted) 

2. spark: Mohamed Buazizi - broadcast by Al Jazeera, 
retransmitted by social nets 

3. the spirit of revolution: microblogging has its own narrative 
capability to transmit emotions + collective awareness 



limits and dangers 
limited penetration: internet, mobiles, facebook not (yet) universal 
BUT high penetration among urban youth + Al Jazeera audience 

what is really new? there have been revolutions without ICTs... 

reliability? government shutdowns 

networks effective against hierarchies (Tunisia, Egypt). less 
against tribes? (Libya, Yemen, Syria) 

backlash: social networks can also be used against dissidents 
     
facebook intel 
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Leveraging Social Network for  
analysis and prediction 
SocialFlow: UNICEF #SahelNOW campaign analysis 



Whole network graph of concepts related to #SahelNow  
(user mentions, hashtags, phrases) 



Hovering over the #foodcrisis hashtag shows all of the 
related concepts, effectively other hashtags, user names or 
phrases referenced with #foodcrisis in the same tweet 



connections between users who posted to the hashtag.   
clusters highlight different regional and topical communities  



Zoom-in view of the Bahraini group – a dense cluster of 
mostly Bahraini users sharing the #SahelNow hashtag  



Twitter Sentiment Analysis 
Annenberg Innovation Lab  

Leveraging Social Network for  
analysis and prediction 













Distribu(on	  of	  the	  top	  100	  retweeted	  
accounts	  during	  3	  presiden(al	  debates	  

count	  
total	  
retweets	  	  

%	  of	  tweets	  
by	  top	  100	  
accts	  

%	  of	  total	  3	  
debate	  
retweets	  

%	  of	  total	  
3	  debate	  
tweets	  

humor	   33	   1,032,807	   30.11%	   5.88%	   2.93%	  

news/pundit	   39	   998,788	   29.12%	   5.68%	   2.83%	  

campaign/party	   14	   721,206	   21.03%	   4.10%	   2.05%	  

non-‐existent	  or	  
discon(nued	  acct	   3	   483,740	   14.10%	   2.75%	   1.37%	  

celebrity	   6	   107,115	   3.12%	   0.61%	   0.30%	  

don't	  know	   5	   85,936	   2.51%	   0.49%	   0.24%	  

100	   3,157,162	   100.00%	   19.51%	   9.73%	  









“BE QUIET, # 
 IS ON!”: 

Black Twitter and the Practice of Live-
Tweeting 

Dayna Chatman, Kevin Driscoll, and François Bar 
USC Annenberg School for Communication & Journalism 





Participatory Viewing  

Participant Viewing in the AIL 
Scandal Premiere: Thur Oct 3, 2013 



Original 
193,024 (61%) 

Retweets 114,241 (36%) 

Edited RT 8,261 (2%) 

Total: 315, 526 
+ #hashtag 276,825 
(88%) 
+ @username 179,575 
(57%) 
+ @reply 27,436 (9%) 
+ URL 14,605 (5%) 

Scandal Season 3 
Premiere 
Thur Oct 3, 2013 
6 PM – 11 PM PDT 



Pre-Show Live-TweetinG Practices  

Counting Down 

Food Friends 



Anti-Fandom 



Pre-Show MEMES: DO NOT Disturb 









SHARED 
INTERPRETATIO

NS 



Shared Interpretations  









synthesizing, measuring, etc. 

Some examples: 

•  facebook analytics: insights,etc... 
•  twitter tools: grader, followerwonk, retweetrank, wildfire, etc...   
•  flickr and twitter maps: major cities 
•  crowd-mapping: Ushahidi's Libya crisis map 
•  crowd-slicing: many eyes on egypt 


